In this paper, we present an algorithm to lay out a particular class of graphs coming from real case studies: the quasi-tree graph class. Protein and internet mappings projects have shown the interest of devicing dedicated tools for visualizing such graphs. Our method addresses a challenging problem which consists in computing a layout of large graphs (up to hundred of thousands of nodes) that emphasizes their tree-like property in an efficient time. In order to validate our approach, we compare our results on real data to those obtained by well known algorithms.
Introduction
Graphs are useful in many research areas such as: biology, microelectronics, social sciences, data mining and also computer science. Improvements in data acquisition techniques raise a challenging problem of visualization. Indeed the size and the complexity of these graphs do not enable to manually draw them. Therefore, graph drawing and information visualization communities focus on designing visualization of these data.
Theoritical solutions have been found to lay out particular classes of graphs such as trees, planar graphs, directed acyclic graphs, or biconnected outerplanar graphs classes. These algorithms give very good results not only in terms of time/space complexity but also in terms of aesthetic criteria. However, even if these algorithms offer good solutions for these particular classes of graphs, real application graphs do not usually belong to these classes.
To draw general graphs, force directed algorithms seem well suited since they produce visually pleasant and structurally significant results (e.g. [11, 22, 24, 14] ). Main drawback of these classical force directed algorithms is their time complexities since they are usually not subquadratic and cannot therefore be applied on large graphs (with thousands of vertices and edges).
Finding an algorithm giving good results (in term of computation time, estheatic criteria and information emphasized) on general graph is a very difficult problem. Most of the works on visualization of large graphs do a trade-off between computation time and aesthetic criteria. In this article, we focus on a particular class of graphs to prevent from doing that trade-off. That class of graphs has been observed in real case studies (e.g. webgraphs, biology) and is called the quasi-tree graphs class. In [3] , the authors claim that a quasi-tree graph is a graph with O(n) biconnected components (where n is the number of vertices of the graph), but it seems complicated to formally define a quasi-tree graph. Unformally, we can consider that these graphs have a tree-like structure (for instances, see figures 6 and 7) . In this article, we focus on a visualization of such graph which emphasizes its tree-like structure property.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 reviews related work on large graph visualization. Section 3 describes quasi-tree graphs and how our method allows to emphasize this tree-like property. Then in section 4, we give results of our algorithm on real data and compare them to results of other well-known algorithms.
Related Work
In this section, we present the three main approaches to draw large graphs. Among them, the most famous is based on improvements of force directed methods ( [15, 16, 2] ). Another approach consists in representing the graph as a matrix and using linear algebra techniques ( [18, 27] ). Finally, a recent technique is based on topologies detection and the use of an appropriate algorithm for each topology ( [1, 4, 3] ).
Force directed based approach
To improve the time efficiency of the force directed methods, new algorithms use vertex (or edge) filtration.
This allows to reduce the number of elements considered when drawing the graph since each level of the filtration is drawn separatly.
In [15] , Gajer and Kobourov present a vertex filtration called the Maximal Independant Set Filtration. This method consists in computing a set of sets
The three vertices of V k are laid out such that the euclidean distances respect the graph distances. Then, each other V i , 0 ≤ i < k (starting from k − 1 and going down to 0) is drawn using either Kamada and Kawai algorithm [22] or Fruchterman and Reingold algorithm [24] .
Hachul and Jünger describe in [16] another vertex filtration in which the graph is considered as a set of solar systems composed of suns, planets and moons. Then, each solar system is collapsed into a single vertex and that process is repeated to produce a serie of graphs G = G 0 , G 1 , ..., G k , where G k is considered as "small" enough. In addition to this multi-scale technique, the authors use a grid to approximate the repulsive forces, thus the overall complexity becomes O(n · log(n)).
The LGL algorithm presented in [2] was first designed to visualize a protein map and can therefore handle weighted edges. The filtration in that algorithm is made by first computing a minimum spanning tree of the graph using the well-known Kruskal's algorithm [23] and then rooting that tree on the graph center. This rooted tree allows to know the order in which vertices of the graph must be inserted in the layout. Starting from the root, the algorithm draws one by one each level of the spanning tree. Again, to improve the computation time, the algorithm uses a grid to approximate repulsive forces.
Matrix based approach
Harel and Koren give in [18] an algorithm consisting in computing an m-dimensional embedding of the graph (typically m is set to 50) and then to project this embedding into 2 or 3 dimensions. To define these m axis, the authors compute a set {p 1 , p 2 , ..., p m } of m pivots (one for each dimension) such that the distance between all p i is maximized. In that m-dimensional space, the i th coordinate of a node u is its theoritical distance (weighted or not) to p i . Then, to reduce the dimensionality of the embedding, the authors use the Principal Component Analysis (for more detail on this technique, readers are refered to [13] ).
In [27] , Koren et al. give an other matrix based approach using the eigenvectors of the Laplacian matrix to compute a projection of the graph. To speed up the process, the idea of that method is to compute an estimate for the eigenvectors of the original Laplacian matrix. To do so, this algorithm constructs a hierarchy of matrices such that the size of matrix of the higher level is enough "small". As the highest level matrix is "small", they can compute the exact eigenvectors of that matrix. Then, starting from the highest level, they recursively compute the eigenvectors of the underneath level, until the eigenvectors of the original matrix are found.
Topologies detection based approach
Recent articles refer to topology detection for large graph drawing (e.g. c [1, 3, 4] ). The main idea of this approach is to detect interesting or typical topological subsustructures in the network and then to draw them using an appropriate algorithm.
In [1] , Abello et al. present an algorithm that first search for the peripheral forest (i.e. proper subgraphs that are trees) using a technique called pilling and collapse them into single nodes. In the next step, the algorithm search for biconnected components of the resulting graph. Finally, if some biconnected components are "too" large (for more detail see [1] ), they try to cluster it using MCL algorithm of [26] . In [1] , Abello et al. also present the steerable exploration tool where they integrated this algorithm. Therefore, the graph is then drawn on demand using either a tree drawing or a force directed algorithm (depending on the structure to draw).
In [4] , Archambault et al. use an other pipeline of topological structures searches. They look for proper subgraphs that are trees, biconnected components, HDE [18] suitable graphs (for more details see [4] ), complete graphs and finally use strength [6] . Archambault et al. adapted this pipeline to the special properties of quasi-tree graphs in [3] . As mentioned above, according to Archambault et al., quasi-tree graphs contains O(n) biconnected components. Therefore, the technique of [3] consists in detecting the biconnected components of the graph. Then, each biconnected component is drawn using a modified version of LGL [2] and the biconnected components tree is drawn using an area aware version of RINGS [25] . Finally, an edge crossing reduction step is performed. This pipeline allows to improve the computation time (compared to [4] ) since it only searches for caracteristical topological structures contained in quasi-tree graphs.
Quasi-tree graphs: features descriptions and method
To emphasize the tree-like property of quasi-tree graphs, our approach uses the following pipeline:
1. Group detection and coarsening 2. Bottom-up drawing
Edge bundling
The first step consists in finding caracteristical quasitree graph sub-structures using a hierarchical clustering algorithm. Then each level of the hierarchy tree is drawn using a bottom-up technique. Finally, an edge bundling step is performed to unclutter the resulting drawing.
In the next, we first describe the main topological features of quasi-tree graphs, then we present each of these three steps. In this paper, we consider that a quasi-tree graph contains three main types of topological structures: stars, diamonds and cliques.
Quasi-tree graphs topological features
First, a star is a subgraph of the quasi-tree induced by a set of vertices V ′ such that V ′ contains one universal vertex 1 and each other vertex of V ′ has a degree equal to 1 (see figure 1.a).
Then, a diamond is a subgraph induced by a set V ′ , such that V ′ contains two vertices u and v linked to all other nodes in V ′ (except to u and v) and each other vertex has a degree equal to 2 (see the purple central nodes in figure 1 .b). This definition can generalized to multiple diamond, i.e. a subgraph induced by a set of vertices
And the last topological structure is the clique, i.e. an induced complete subgraph (see figure 1.c).
In pratice, quasi-tree graphs do not contain many occurences such "perfect" structures. Therefore we add to these topological structure definitions a degree of freedom. 1 i.e. linked to all other vertices of V ′ . This degree of freedom corresponds to either few edges linking "extremities" of a star (resp. "central" nodes of a diamond), or to few missing edges in a clique.
The property being characteristic of each of these structures is the similarity of their neighborhood (this notion is explained in section 3.2.1). Therefore, to detect such topological structures, our clustering algorithm is based on nodes neigborhood and groups vertices having "similar" neighborhoods.
Groups Detection
The first step of our approach is to compute groups of vertices having "almost" the same neighborhood. To do so, we have to compute a dissimilarity measure that we will call neighborhood dissimilarity measure. This measure is based on the Jaccard's index [20] where the attributes of one element (a vertex) are its neighbors. The next step consists in building a hierarchycal clustering of the graph according to that measure (figure 2 illustrates that process).
Neighborhood dissimilarity measure
To determine whether or not two vertices are "similar", we define the neighborhood similarity measure as follow :
where N (u) is the neighborhood of u in the graph G and f (u, v) is equal to 1 if u and v are neighbors, 0 otherwise. Clearly, sim(u, v) ∈ [0, 1] and if two vertices u and v have exactly the same neighborhood then sim(u, v) = 1. We also define the neighborhood dissimilarity measure :
It is straightforward to prove that ∀u, v ∈ V , if dist G (u, v) > 2 then sim(u, v) = 0 and dissim(u, v) = 1. Thus, we only need to compute the similarity (dissimilarity) of each pair of vertices at distance less or equal to 2.
To find all pairs of vertices at distance less or equal to 2, we use n Breadth-First Search (BFS) of depth 2. This can be done in u∈V (deg(u)) 2 which is O(nd avg d max ) time and space complexity (where d avg and d max are respectively the average and the maximum degree) . Then to compute all similarities (dissimilarities), we have to compare the neighborhoods of the O(nd avg d max ) pairs of vertices. In the data structure we use, the neighborhood of vertex is sorted, so that comparing the neighborhoods of two vertices u and v has computation cost of O(deg(u) + deg(v)). The overall process has a O(nd avg (d max ) 2 ) time complexity and a O(nd avg d max ) space complexity. If we consider that G is of bounded degree, we obtain a O(n) time and space complexity.
Clustering algorithm
To compute our groups, we use an approach based on DBSCAN [12] . In this algorithm, groups of vertices are computed using two thresholds ǫ and k. If the similiraty between two nodes is more than ǫ, then these two nodes cannot be in the same group. Moreover a group cannot contain less than k vertices (in pratice, we use k = 2). Our algorithm repeats iteratively a group detection based on DBSCAN and thus needs two parameters : ǫ min and ǫ max , respectively the minimal and the maximal thresholds ǫ that will be used to compute the clusters.
The first step of the clustering algorithm consists in sorting the vertices by their average similarity with the vertices at distance less or equal to 2 from them. We call V sorted this list of sorted vertices. Clearly, this step can be done in O(m + nlog(n)) time complexity and O(n + m) space complexity.
The second step consists in finding the groups of the current level. To do so, we create a new cluster and add the first not yet considered vertex u root of V sorted in that cluster. Then, we add to this cluster all vertices v at distance at most 2 from u root such that dissim(u root , v) ≤ ǫ. This process is repeated for each vertex of V sorted not already added in a cluster. It is straightforward to prove that the time and space complexities of that step are respectively O(nd avg d max ) and O(n + m).
And the third step consists in constructing the quotient graph correponding to these clusters (i.e. a graph obtained by collapsing each cluster into a single vertex). If a vertex does not belong to a cluster, we consider that these vertex belong to a cluster only containing it. To construct the quotient graph, we add to it one node (metanode) for each cluster in graph. And for two metanodes C u and C v respectively corresponding to {u 1 , u 2 , ...u p } and {v 1 , v 2 , ...v q }, there exists an edge between C u and C v in the quotient graph if there exists i and j such that (u i , v j ) is an edge of the original network. Moreover, the dissimilarity between C u and C v is set to the average dissmilarity between u i and v j , ∀i ∈ {1, .., p} and ∀j ∈ {1, .., q}. To do so, we first map each vertex of the graph on the metanode of the quotient graph it correspond to. And then we just need to traverse each edge of the graph to find the edges of the quotient graph, thus the third step has a O(n + m) time complexity.
This leads to a O(nd avg d max +nlog(n)) time complexity and a O(n + m) space complexity to compute one level of the hierarchycal clustering.
Then, we increase the threshold ǫ to ǫ + c, where c is a constant (in pratice we use c = 0.05) and we repeat these three steps on the quotient graph while ǫ < ǫ max . As ǫ varies from ǫ min to ǫ max by steps of c, this three steps are repeated (ǫ max − ǫ min )/c times, thus the time and space complexities are respectively O(nd avg d max + nlog(n)) and O(n + m).
The overall groups detection (including the dissimilarity computation) is done in O(nd avg (d max ) 2 + nlog(n)) time complexity and a O(nd avg d max ) space complexity. At the end of the clustering algorithm, we obtain a multilevel quotient graph which is the backbone of the network. We will use this backbone to lay out the graph.
Bottom-up Drawing Algorithm
To draw the graph, we use a bottom-up approach that is to say we draw one by one the clusters of the quotient graphs corresponding to each level, starting from the deepest level and ending by the highest. The main advantage of the bottom-up techniques is that they allow to know the exact area needed to lay out each cluster. We make a distinction between the top level quotient graph and the other levels of the hierarchy. As the top level quotient graph can be large, we use modified version of LGL algorithm [2] while we use either a circular drawing algorithm or and the force directed algorithm described in [14] to draw clusters. All these algorithms are modified to take into account the sizes of the nodes.
Clusters drawings
To draw one cluster, we first detect if it is a complete graph or if on the contrary it is a stable graph (i.e. a graph with no edge). In these cases, we use a circular drawing algorithm. For the others topologies, we use the force directed algorithm describe in [14] . Even if this algorithm does not offer a good computation time, it gives good results in term of stretch and as groups do not contain a large number of nodes (or metanodes), it is usefull.
Making the circular algorithm area aware is straitforward. For the algorithm of [14] , we take into account the sizes of the nodes when computing attractive forces. This solution does not give "perfect" result (see [17] ) since some node-node overlaps remain in the drawing. To remove such overlaps, we use the algorithm of Dwyer et al [10] : this algorithm first generates the "separation" constraints according to the original nodes placements and then find a solution to these constraints
Top level drawing
To draw the top level quotient graph, we use the modified version of LGL described in [3] . This extension of LGL [2] reduce the number of node-node overlaps by modifing the size of the grid cells used in LGL. It is possible to completely avoid node-node overlap if the size of each cell is enought large. These modifications allow to take into account the sizes of the nodes (and the metanodes). The problem is that our clustering algorithm does not compute a balanced clustering, thus to avoid completely node-node overlaps we should set the size of each cell of the grid to an high value and it would conduct to a very large layout. Therefore we chose to allow some overlaps (by bounding grid size) and to remove it at the end of the drawing by using the algorithm of [10] . Last step of our drawing algorithm is based on the work of Holten [19] . In this article, the author use a standard tree visualization of the hierarchy. Then to embed, each nonhierarchical edges, he uses B-spline curves. For instance, if an edge e links to nodes u and v, the edge e "follows" the shortest path along the hierarchy from u to v. The idea is to "merge" edges linking "close" clusters in the hierarchy. In our approach, the hierarchy is determined by the clustering algorithm and is then lay out. We consider that the position of each node in the hierarchy tree is lay out at the barycenter of the nodes it corresponds to in the graph. This technique enables to reduce the edge cluttering in the final drawing (for instance see figure 3 ). It also allows to emphasize the "tree-like" property of the graph.
Edge Bundling

Results
In this section, we present results obtained on real application graphs: some webgraphs and a biological network. Firstly, we give some sample of computation times, and secondly, we compare two of these results to those obtained by some algorithms described in section 2.
Computation time results
All our experiments were performed on a Intel Core Duo 2.4 GHz processor with 2GB RAM. Figure 4 provides the results obtained on a sample of graphs.
These graphs can be sorted in three differents types: websites, biological networks and internet map. Websites graphs are extracted by starting from the home page of a website and then by following each hyperlink of the page in and its computer Science Department (LaBRI Laboratory, University of Bordeaux 1). Graphs of the second type are biological networks: b7 ferea is constructed by intagrating data coming from Gene Ontology [5] , KEGG [21] , Cellzome (see www.cellzome.com) and SWISSPROT [7] . This graph was provided by BLASTSETS [8] . And, pgraph is a protein homology graph provided by the LGL project and presented in [2] . Last type is internet map, more precisely this is the internet tomography dataset generated in 2005 by Cheswick's Internet Mapping Project [9] (see www.cheswick.com/ches/map/). Computation times given in figure 4 are clearly better than those offered by classic force directed algorithms since our approach allows to draw graphs with thousands of nodes in few seconds/minutes. 
Results comparisons
We compare results obtained on two real application graphs: a webgraph, Net05 from the Internet Mapping Project [9] and pgraph from the LGL Project [2] . These results are compared to results obtained by other algorithms. We decided to compare our results to FM 3 of [16] , LGL of [2] and to SPF of [3] . The choice of these three algorithms is dictated by three different criteria: first of all, the computation time (FM 3 of [16] ), then the esthetic criteria (LGL of [2] ), and finally, the "tree-like" property emphasizing (SPF of [3] ). Figures 6 and 7 show the resutlts obtained by FM 3 , LGL, SPF and our approach. In term of computation time, the algorithm FM 3 [16] is clearly the most efficient over all these algorithms. It is 10 times faster on Net05 and more than 20 times faster on pgraph than our approach. The second fastest algorithm is SPF [3] which offers quite good computation times (52 minutes on Net05 and 47 minutes on pgraph). For the LGL algorithm [2] , computation time on Net05 is better using our algorithm whereas they are comparable on pgraph. This is certainly due to the average and maximum degree of pgraph that are high (see figure 4 ), furthermore the group detection of our algorithm takes a In term of quality, FM 3 does not offer good results since it does not emphasize many information. Nodes are laid out along thin "branches" of the graph (for instance, see figure 7 .a). Thus neither the global nor the local structures of the graph are shown. Results of LGL are better than those of FM 3 . It succeeds in embedding the overall structure on pgraph (see figure 7 .b) since we can easily see the branches (global tree-like structure) and highly connected groups of proteins (local structures). However, on Net05,
LGL only succeeds to emphasize the peripheral tree-like structures but fails on the "central" part of the graph since all the inner part of the graph is embed in an undecipherable manner. Results of SPF are shown in figures 6.c and 7.c, this approach raises two main problems: first of all, if the graph does not contain many biconnected components or worst is biconnected (for instance in figure 7 .c, the central part of the drawing is a biconnected component containing more than 21000 nodes, i.e. more than 70% of the vertices) then this technique will consist in using LGL. Secondly, the global structure of the graph is not shown, indeed given two biconnected component of 6.c, it is not possible to affirm if these two structures are close or not in the graph when it is an essential information.
Finaly, results of our approach are shown in figures 6.d and 7.d. The global tree-like property is well emphasized by our algorithm. In Net05 (see figure 6.d), high level branches of the graph appear clearly. Moreover another information is highlighted by our algorithm: these branches are "plugged" into several highly connected subnetworks. These subnetworks are the pivots of the network. Thus, one can see the peripheral and also the inner tree-like structure of the graph. Furthemore, the local structures of the graph are well shown, for instance in figure 7 .d, groups of proteins are clearly visible.
Conclusion
In this paper, we presented an algorithm to lay out large quasi-tree graphs. This is done by first detecting typical topological features contained in quasi-tree graphs and then by drawing these structures using appropriate algorithms. Our method addresses a challenging problem which consists in computing a layout that emphasizes the tree-like property of the graph in an acceptable computation time.
We compared our results on real data coming from biology and an internet mapping project to those obtained by well knwon algorithms. We have shown that even if our method is not the most efficient in term of computation time, it improves the readability of the results. Indeed our approach allows to emphasize both global and local treelike structure of the graph.
In the near future, we plan to improve the computation time by speeding up the layout step of our algorithm. It could be done by improving the time efficiency of the LGL algorithm. Another way could be to modify FM 3 to improve the quality of its results.
